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SWANSON
writes the words
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We are a husband/wife,  
author/illustrator duo  

who live and work together in the hayloft of  
an old barn on the Eastern Shore of Maryland. 

We make stuff together, mostly books.
We speak and teach and occasionally amuse. 



ENTREPRENEURS
Ten years ago, we quit our promising 
design jobs and vowed to make books 
together until we ran out of money. We’ve 
never been rich, but we’ve never gone 
hungry. We cobble together a living by 
doing what we love best. Pretty much all 
of it involves pictures and words.  

CREATORS
Together, we run two small presses, do freelance creative projects, and  
operate a small commercial salmon fishing operation in Alaska. We’ve  
self-published 70+ illustrated titles and make middle grade novels and picture 
books with Macmillan. 
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SOME THINGS ABOUT US

TEACHERS 
We give talks and lead workshops 
on collaboration and creative 
entrepreneurship (for anyone from 
kindergartners to CEOs) at schools, 
libraries, companies, conferences, and 
festivals. We also “visit” via Skype and do 
occasional short-term residencies.     

(the 27-second version)



SOME THINGS ABOUT US
(the 2-minute version)

WHO WE ARE
We are Matthew Swanson (writer) and Robbi Behr (illustrator). We live and 
work together in the renovated hayloft of an old barn on the Eastern Shore  
of Maryland with our four small children and one blue dog.  
Matthew’s bed-to-desk commute is 12 paces. Robbi’s is 17. 

WHAT WE DO
We’ve spent the past 11 years making books that Matthew writes and Robbi 
illustrates and distributing them through our two small presses. Idiots’Books 
publishes what we tend to think of as “odd, commercially nonviable picture 
books for adults,” and Bobbledy Books offers picture books, music, and  
creative inspiration for kids..

Lately, we have been making books with other folks as well, notably Macmillan, 
LB Kids, and Chronicle Books. 

THE BACKSTORY
Growing up, Robbi drew endless, moody doodles. Young Matthew wrote 
countless strange, forgettable stories. Alone, we were flawed and pitiful  
creators. But then we met and fell in love and discovered, quite by  
accident, the fun to be had in combining our pictures and words.  
Suddenly, we knew what we wanted to do when we grew up. 

Then we got actual jobs. But we had no time to make art! This made us sad.  
So in the fall of 2006, we quit our jobs, sold most of our stuff, and moved  
into a dusty hayloft to make books until we ran out of money and had to  
return to the real world. 



WHAT WERE WE THINKING?!
When we jumped off the beaten path, we expected to fail. But something 
strange happened. People got excited about what we were doing. Our books 
broke even and then some. Eventually, we were able to pay the electric bill, 
have some kids, and even buy them diapers. 

We took our work out into the world. Made connections. Landed commissions. 
Gave talks. Got media love. And an agent. Then a publisher. Found ourselves 
emerging as respected voices in our odd little corner of the publishing universe. 
A decade passed, and we’re still here. 

WHAT WE’VE BEEN UP TO 
• Our debut children’s picture book  

Babies Ruin Everything came out July 2016. 
• Our second, Everywhere, Wonder, hit the  

bookshelves February 2017. 

• Our illustrated middle grades series  
The Real McCoys launches November 2017. 

• Our mix-and-match for adults Ten Thousand Stories  
continues to puzzle readers, as it has since 2013. 

• We keep making books together. Some mountains spring up on the 
edge of town. Our children do not engage in competitive gymnastics.
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GOOD INK
 · Family Circle magazine – featured our family in its July 2015 Modern  

Family column and ran a related interview on their site: http://bit.ly/fcprofile
 · The Washington Post – ran a glowing review of Ten Thousand Stories on 
the front page of the Style section. 

 · Entertainment Weekly – included our book Ten Thousand Stories in its 
2013 Holiday Gift Guide. 

 · The New York Times Paper Cuts blog – called Idiots’Books a  
“very successful indie publishing business.”

 · Washington Post book critic Michael Dirda – called our work “winsome, 
witty, and original.”

 · New York magazine’s Approval Index (11.9.09) – classified Idiots’Books 
as “brilliant and lowbrow.”

 · Slate.com – ran a four-part series on our creative partnership. 
 · USA Today’s Pop Candy blog – named us among its top-10 “personal 
faves” of indie comic world.

 · Utne Reader’s Great Writing blog – called Matthew and Robbi “downright 
inspiring” and “relentlessly innovative storytellers.”

 · Baltimore Magazine – ran a profile of Matthew and Robbi’s life of barn-
dwelling bookmaking.

 · Wired.com’s Table of Malcontents blog – called our books “fantastic.”
 · Cory Doctorow of BoingBoing.net – posted enthusiastically about 
Idiots’Books on several occasions, praising our One-Page Wonders and 
Makers Tile Game illustrations, and calling us “flipbook masters.”

 · Print magazine’s blog – mistakenly called us “charming and attractive.”
 · Gameculture blog – called Idiots’Books “odd, wildly creative, and hilarious.”
 · Urbanite magazine – described the books as “elegant, whimsical volumes.”
 · Broken Pencil magazine – named Idiots’Books its “product of the month.” 

TALKS AND WORKSHOPS
 · Texas Book Festival 2017 (panels and workshop)
 · Book Expo America 2017 (official signing)
 · Virginia Festival of the Book 2017 (presentation 
and workshop)

 · Decatur Book Festival 2016 (mainstage  
speakers in Children’s pavillion)

 · University of Connecticut (convocation  
speakers, 2016)  

 · MOM 2.0, (mainstage), Laguna Beach, CA, 2016
 · Society of Illustrators Educators Symposium,  
(keynote), New York, NY, 2014

 · Alt Summit Summer, (talk and workshop),  
Salt Lake City, UT, 2014

 · TEDx Chester River, Chestertown, MD, 2014
 · ICON7, The Illustration Conference,  
(mainstage speakers), Providence, RI, 2012

 · RISD Entrepreneur Mindshare,  
(featured speakers), Providence, RI, 2012

 · The Essay Symposium, (featured speakers),  
New York, NY, 2011

 · PEN American World Voices Festival, (featured 
speakers and panelists), Chestertown, MD, 2009 

 · Maryland Institute College of Art, (workshops), 
2010, 2011, 2012, 2013

 · Drake University, (three-day residency), 2012
 · Toronto Comic Arts Festival (panelists), 2009

SELECTED MEDIA & APPEARANCES



CURRENT TRADE PROJECT

THE REAL MCCOYS
November 7 2017, Imprint*

Two confounding mysteries. Two young detectives with 
two completely different points of view. Two awful twins 
standing in their way. The first installment of a densely  
illustrated middle grades series, The Real McCoys is the story 
of overconfident-but-endearing fourth grader Moxie  
McCoy and her smart-but-dull-and-cautious little brother 
Milton. Only by working together can they solve the crime 
of the century and save their school from certain peril.

*Imprint is a part of Macmillan Children’s Publishing Group.

 Heavily illustrated, the book’s design makes it a 
standout: playful interactions between text and black 
monochromatic cartoon art create a visual treat. . .  
First in a series, readers will breeze through this 
ingenious combination of text and art, eager for Moxie 
and Milton’s next case. A first purchase for all middle 
grade collections.
-School Library Journal (starred review)

This clever, funny, delightful book is just what this crazy 
world needs. The surprising and inventive interaction 

between text and illustration shows that two 
brains are, indeed, better than one—

especially when they belong to Matthew 
Swanson and Robbi Behr.
-Andrea Beaty, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Ada Twist Scientist

An exceptional middle-grade read packed 
with giggles for young sleuths who love to 
explore a little off the beaten path.
-Kirkus

Junior Library Guild Selection, 2017



RECENT TRADE PROJECTS

BABIES RUIN EVERYTHING
July 2016, Imprint*

Her life is perfect until…the new baby’s arrival turns everything upside down. 
Matthew Swanson and Robbi Behr’s debut trade picture book Babies Ruin 
Everything chronicles a big sister’s painful, revealing, hilarious journey from 
wariness to outrage to ultimate love for her horrible/irritating/not-so-bad- 
after-all little brother. 
“This is a wonderfully empathetic and funny book that doesn’t talk down to older siblings and  
their real struggles having their world turned upside down.” —Kate Beaton, author and illustrator  
of “The Princess and the Pony,” and the #1 “New York Times “bestseller “Hark! A Vagrant”

EVERYWHERE, WONDER
February 2017, Imprint* 

The pyramids of Egypt. The far side of the moon. The only noodle in  
your soup that does not match the others. Everywhere, Wonder chronicles 
a child’s journey of coming to notice, appreciate, and share the world’s 
abounding wonders, both beautiful and ordinary – around the world and  
in his own backyard. 
“Swanson’s fanciful and whimsical exploration of the meeting of imagination and story is 
strengthened by the jewel-toned colors and sheer scope of Behr’s illustrations.” —Kirkus

TEN THOUSAND STORIES 
September  2013, Chronicle Books 

This is the last book you’ll ever need, at least for a while. Thanks to  
the wonders of the X-Acto knife and careful editing, the reader will  
encounter 10,000 tales of triumph and woe—neither more nor less.  
Most combinations lead to senseless banalities, but nevertheless promise  
to delight! Or bore! Or infuriate! We dare you not to perspire.
“Behr’s illustrations have a scratchy, just-fallen-out-of-bed, Ralph Steadman quality, while 
Swanson’s stories are vividly episodic in a way that isn’t damaged by the inherent randomization.” 
—Publisher’s Weekly

*Imprint is a part of Macmillan Children’s Publishing Group.



A collaboration between author Matthew Swanson,  
illustrator Robbi Behr, and singer/songwriter Drew  
Bunting, Bobbledy Books creates and publishes picture 
books and music for kids—encouraging and empower-
ing children to write, draw, sing, dance, and realize the 
power and reach of their creative spirit. 
 

“Bobbledy Books is my favorite small press publisher for kids.  
Matthew Swanson writes the words, and his wife Robbi Behr creates the 
pictures, and together they are silly, poetic, surreal, and incredibly cool.”

Michael Dirda, Pulitzer Prize-winning book critic

Launched: August 2012
Volumes: 24
WWW.BOBBLEDYBOOKS.COM

bobbledy bOoKS
Read. Write. Draw. Sing.



Spanning a wide array of styles, formats, and media, 
the books cover topics that range from consumerism 
to traffic theory to the awfulness of cats. Critical and 
searching but never cynical, these volumes by writer 
Matthew Swanson and illustrator Robbi Behr aim to 
explore the universal failings that make us human.

Odd, commercially 
nonviable picture 
books for adults.

It is miraculous indeed to see artists who are taking the risk of going on 
their own and doing it so beautifully. These books are tender, incisive, 

hilarious, and wrenchingly sad. 
Joshua Wolf Shenk, author Lincoln’s Melancholy and Powers of Two

Launched: October 2006
Volumes: 45
WWW.IDIOTSBOOKS.COM



Family Circle Magazine
July 2015

Read the extended  
interview online at:  
http://bit.ly/fcprofile



The Washington Post
December 11, 2013



The New York Times Paper Cuts Blog
November 10, 2010



Entertainment Weekly
December 20, 2013



New York Magazine’s Approval Matrix
November 9, 2009

Brilliant + Lowbrow!


